Base Installation Manual
Thank you for purchasing our product. Please take a few minutes to read this manual thoroughly in
order to familiarize yourself and your family with its operation. And save it for future reference.

Description:
The base can be used for connecting and installing with specify product of Safewithme. It is suitable
for the following models at present: PV517/PV518/PV517A/PV518A/PV517E/PV518E

Installation:
1. Take out the base，then remove one of these four places in base by pliers or similar tool .
Refer to the black places in Diagram 1.

List of material:

Diagram 1



Base
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Screw 2.9*10mm
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Screw 2.9*25mm
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Plastic plugs
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Bubble bags
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Installation manual
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（Note: In fact these four places are not black）
2. Choose the suitable position where you want to install the product.
3. Hold the base on the installation position, mark screw positions of the base with pencil.
4. Drill two 5mm installation holes. Use plastic plugs for screws.
5. Fix the screws tightly (2.9*25mm).
6. Connect the external live wire, neutral wire and interconnection wire to one side of the
terminal.
7. Connect the three wires of AC quick connector to the terminal
8. WARNING: Improper wiring may result in damage to the alarm, failure to operate, or a shock
hazard.
Terminal in base
AC quick connector

PV517/518 wiring mode:




Black wire --- Live wire of AC line
White wire --- Neutral wire of AC line
Yellow wire --- I/O interconnection line

PV517A/518A/517E/518E wiring mode:




Brown wire --- Live wire of AC line
Blue wire --- Neutral wire of AC line
White wire --- I/O interconnection line

9. Remove bracket to be connected with this base.
10. Pull the AC QUICK CONNECTOR through the center hole in the bracket. Fix tightly the screws
(2.9*10mm) into the base.
11. Connect the AC QUICK CONNECTOR to the alarm body.
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12. Fit the alarm on the bracket and turn the alarm body clockwise.

WARNING:


This product should be installed only by a licensed, qualified electrician.



Observe and follow all local and national electrical and building codes for installation.



When install or remove this product, you must turn off the AC power.



Use a minimum of 0.8mm2 250V insulated wire for all wiring, including signal wire.



Must wiring by right mode.

Installation diagram：
1. Fix the base on ceiling with
screws and plastic plugs

2. Right connect the AC quick
connector with L, N, I/O wires

4. Insert the AC quick connector
to the product which needs to be
connected with this base.

3. Fix the bracket
in the base with
screws.

Picture for reference ONLY

5. Fit the product in the base.
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